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Tuition to increase

Undergraduate annual tuition
will be raised to S3,250 next year.
Jack Boyce, vice president for
financial affairs, cited inflation
as the primary cause for the
increase.
"As long as the economy
continues an inflation spiral it
will be necessary to adjust
tuition rates to absorb the extra
expense," said Boyce.
The tuition will still be
comparable to that of
universities with similar
enrollment, he added. Currently
the rates at such universities in

California are: Loma Linda,
52,955; Loyola Marymount,
$3,000; University of the Pacific,
$4,216; Pepperdine, $3,808;
University of Redland, $3,725;
University of Santa Clara,
$2,910.

Related article,
page 4
Boyce did not foresee a
decrease in enrollment due to the
higher rates at USD. "People are
willing to pay for quality
education; the number of
applications has frown for the

last three years."
There has been a steady
progression in tuitional rates
during the last five years. Rates
for the following academic years
were per semester: 1972-73, $55
per unit; 1973-74, $60; 1974-75,
$65; 1975-76, $74 or for 14 to 17
units, $1,150; 1976-77, $83 or
$1,275; 1977-78, $95 or $1,450.
In raising the tuition, said
Boyce, the budget committee
gave high priority to the
enrichment of academic
programs and to an increase in
student aid.
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STUDENTS AND PARENTS co-operated in love and fellowship
last Sunday to decorate a Christmas tree. An added attraction of the
Sunday afternoon party was snow on the west lawn.

DeSales renovation
to conserve space
Shorter lines during peak
periods at a new cashiers office, a
student media and computer
center in the east wing of
DeSales Hall, the relocation of
physical plant, an information
and switchboard booth at the
entrance of DeSales, new
mailboxes .— These are the
renovations planned to create
"the most efficient use of space"
in DeSales Hall.

Renovation to begin
during intersession
By "juggling" the offices and
thereby "utilizing space which
isn't being used now," said Jack
Boyce, vice president for
financial affairs, the university
will be spending "much less"
than if it would build new
structures.
Most of these renovations,
funded by the California
Educational Facilities Authority
bond program, have been in the
plans for two years, and should
be finished by June, 1978, said
Boyce. Renovation will begin
during intersession.
The accounting and cashiers
office will be moved slightly
westward in front of the stairs in
the DeSales basement. In the
move, the present box office type
window will be exchanged for a
bank teller's set-up. The
relocation will provide a larger
waiting area and more room for
the adjacent administrative
computer area on the east end of
the building.
Also on the east end will be a
student media and computer
center in the current physical
plant site. The latter department
will be moved westward and
occupy the former warehouse
area. The new warehouse is
slightly northeast of DeSales.
The media center will contain
study carrels, a darkroom and

the five
computer terminals
which are now scattered over the
School of Business, Serra Hall
and the Copley Library.
On December 16, USD will
change over to a direct dial ITT
phone system, with its
switchboard adjoined to a
general information booth in the
front of DeSales. Its present
location is opposite the School
of Education. While the main
areas on campus will have their
own phone number, the
University will have greater
control on outgoing calls.

Staff photo by Teresa Konyn

Starting this year, one-third of
the mailboxes in the post office
will be replaced each year for
three consecutive years. Writing
shelves will also be installed.

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY HIGH FILM CLUB visited USD last week in their costumes for
Charles Dickens* "A Christmas Carol," their current production. Their presense on campus drew the stares
of many students and the glares of at least one"scrooge" of the diocesan office who dismissed them from the
building.

The A.S. Senate has approved
President Anne French's move
to dismiss Concert Director Rob
Kahane on grounds of
mismanagement of A.S. funds.

Also, the A.S. received bills
totalling $178.87 from Presidio
Liquor. It was understood that a
major part of this was for liquor.

Kahane dismissed 8 to 7

At an emotion-packed Senate
meeting Thursday the ad hoc
investigation committee, formed
to look into alleged abuses of
A.S. funds, reported its findings
to the Senate and then fielded
questions pertaining to their
report. The committee, headed
by Junior Senator Jeff Moore,
looked into all aspects of the
allegations.
Included in the facts found by
the committee was a dinner held
before the concert for the band
Steppenwolf, who cancelled and
did not show up for the dinner.
Nevertheless 40 to 46 dinners
were served at $5 a plate to
members of the Concert Bureau
and the warm-up band.

The AS. received
bills totalling
$178.87
from Presidio Liquor

School policy is that no liquor
is to be on campus except for
special events and even then it
must be approved by the
administration. Kahane did not
receive administration approval.
Discussion became heated at
times as Kahane attempted to
answer questions directed to him
by members of the Senate, but
was hindered as French
continually interrupted him. At

the end of the discussion French
asked the Senate to approve her
dismissal of Kahane. The
motion passed with 8 yes and 7
no votes. The class senators,
though, voted against Kahane's
dismissal, while the members of
the executive board voted in
favor.
Kahane, when asked about
the meeting, stated that there
was too much bias involved,
especially on the part of the
executive board members, as
evidenced by their voting.
"They didn't vote the way
their constituents would have
wanted them to, based on the
petition sent around before the
vote was taken. About 95 per
cent of students polled didn't
want concerts out." About 513people signed the petition.
"The Senate needed to cut the
budget. They cut concerts
because it's the largest number of

student volunteers, and because
it's the only body having the
possibility of raising funds.
"I feel the A.S. is a replica of
the administration, in doing
what the administration wants,
not what students want. The
main problem is that the A.S. is
not in tune with A.S. needs on
campus," he said.
Freshman Senator Pat
Galvin, who voted against
dismissing Kahane, stated his
reasoning: "I felt that dismissing
Kahane would be self-defeating
to the A.S. because he would not
commit those mistakes again,
and because he is an otherwise
excellent director who handled
his position responsibly."
A.S. Vice President Jared
McFerrin voted for Kahane's
dismissal, stating that Kahane's
mistakes were too costly to the
students. Kahane was not acting
responsibly, he said.
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'WE CAN'T GIVE PEOPLE ORGASMS'

Masters lectures on sex

by VALERIE AFFONSO
Staff Writer

Dr. William Masters of the
human sexuality research team,
Masters and Johnson, lectured
on "Sex as Communication" to a
full house in Camino Theater
Saturday night. Mrs. Johnson,
his research partner and wife,
was forced to cancel her
appearance due to "unavoidable
circumstances."
Masters introduced his lecture
by stressing the importance of
sexual functioning in society. He
stated that "sex is a natural
function but none of us have
been privileged to live with this;
The VISTA is published each
Friday of the academic year by
the University of San Diego,
excepting exam and vacation
periods. The layout and content
are solely the responsibility of
the editorial staff.
The editorial position of the
paper is represented only in the
"From The Chair" column and
does not necessarily reflect the
opinions of any organization
other than the VISTA. All other
editorials, columns and
commentaries represent only the
opinions of the authors.
Display ol an ad does not
indicate an endorsement of the
advertised product.
Any complaint about the
paper should be addressed to the
editor in the VISTA office,
student union, basement of
Serra Hall.

we have been denied it by
society." By relating humorous
personal encounters and
experiences, Masters illustrated
"the need for culture to accept
sexual communication as the
greatest relationship between a
committed man or woman."
Masters feels that many
people are not aware of the many
dimensions of a sexual
relationship. "Most people are
only aware of two dimensions or
purposes: that of procreation
and of relieving tension."
A third dimension of effective
sexual functioning, he claimed,
is harder to achieve as it requires
effective communication by
reciprocal exchange of
vulnerability between partners.
"People are generally loathe to
exchange and relate basic facts
on the topic of sex. We can teach
our patients the art of both
verbal and non-verbal
communication, but we can't
give a man or a woman an
orgasm." According to the
doctor, "the commitment to
communicate" is the key to the
third dimension.
Substituting in his wife's
absence, Masters briefly
discussed *the sexuality of
women, but pointed out "that
since I am male, I can't claim to
be an expert."
Culture, according to the re
searcher, has denied women
their place in society. "We have
denied women the privilege of
developing their sexual capacity.
Although I'm not denying the

importance of procreation, the
female reproductive system has
been used by society and
humanity as a service
organization."
Masters believes that, be
cause of this male domination,
"men think they are sexual
experts; most of the 'how-to-do
it' books have been written by
men for men."
In order to alleviate this
problem. Masters stresses the
importance of the woman's role
in communicating her sexual
needs to the male and attributes
the dissolution of millions of
marriages to "sexual dis
function caused by a lack of
communication."
The final topic of discussion
concerned what Masters called
"the most misunderstood area of
sex": the sexuality of the aged.
Most elderly people, according
to the researcher, abstain from
sexual activity because of
embarassment or shame
imposed on them by disapprov
ing children and society. "In our
culture there is something not
quite nice about Grandma and
Grandpa in bed."
He emphasized that the only
prerequisites for an active sex
life are "good general health and
an interesting sexual partner.
Culture has traditionally
thought that as men age they lose
sexual interest and functioning,
and that women lose sexual
interest after menopause. There
is not a word of truth to this."
Following the lecture and a

DR. WILLIAM MASTERS
standing ovation, Masters
opened the platform to
questions from the audience.
When asked what chance he
thought open marriage had of
survival, he replied, "there has
always been open marriage. The
only difference is that it is honest
now."
Another listener addressed the
topic of contemporary sexual
freedom and asked whether this
might be attributed to the
increase in sexual problems.
Masied that "there is not more
sexual distress. People are just
coming for more help now."
The doctor concluded by
commenting that he and his wife
entered sex research "because of
our ignorance, and we still have
a long way to go."*Masters feels
that America is moving away
from sexual ignorance and
"changing 180 degrees in the
right direction." He stated that
many values are becoming
entrenched in society but finds
this to be a "good sign."

We're all the bank
a student needs.
If you're looking for the bank that can do the most for you, chances
are you'll be looking into Bank of America.
We offer a complete range of basic student banking services:
College Plan® Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you
quality, Student BankAmericard® Visa? overdraft protection,
and more.
Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with
the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to know about
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many
other subjects.
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your
copies free at any one of our branches. Without obligation.

You see, quite frankly, we want to be your bank. But we know
it's not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want.
And that's why we're hoping we can help you learn more
about banking.
We figure the more you know about it, the more you're going
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good, both
in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that's us. If you look into it
thoroughly enough, we think you'll agree.

Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANKOF AMERICA
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC
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Pre-registration policy
pleases most students
Students reacted favorably to
the new pre-registration
procedures, according to Joseph
Pusateri, dean of arts and
sciences.
"We haven't received any
serious complaints yet. The main
problems concerned the late
distribution of the schedules and
keeping enough in stock." These
problems were due to the
extended registration period, as
it allowed less time to process the
necessary information," he
explained.
Pusateri said the new
procedures were developed to
alleviate the rush of students on
registration day.
Jill Varnesh, junior, business

and accounting, said that "in the
School of Business, there have
been no complaints about the
new system. The only problem
that developed was some
students weren't able to get the
classes they wanted, but they've
opened up new classes now to
accomodate them. It seems the
process went over smoothly."
Registrar Nicholas M. DeTuri
intends to continue the program
next year, but is "not sure
whether it will be exactly the
same."
Additional clerical help hired
especially for registration will be
paid with add-drop fee revenues.

RUGBY TEAM
Anyone interested in starting a Rugby Club should meet in the
Boardroom on the bottom floor of De Sales Hall today at 12:30 pm or
contact Pat Mclntry at 565-6144.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Applications are now being accepted for AS Secretary for the
spring semester. Applicants must be able to type and have some
background in office management. The hours available for work will
be Monday-Wednesday-Friday from 8 to 11 and Tuesday-Thursday
from 8 to 10 am. For more information, contact the AS office, ext.
223, or 299-1040.
SNOW AND CHRISTMAS PARTY PICTURES
Students who took photographs of the snow or Parents Association
Christmas tree trimming party Sunday are asked to bring copies of
their photos to the parents relations offices, De Sales 262. The pictures
will be used in the parents' newsletter, and students will be reimbursed
for developing expenses.
Staff photos by Teresa Konyn
TWO SCENES FROM PRE—REGISTRATION—while a line of students waits outside the door one of
the Registrar's employees looks around the corner. Student reaction was overwhelmingly favorable to the
new registration procedure as the long line shown above was a rarity.

JOIN THEJOG—A—THON

Raise money for new student union
by JOHN A. CARNEY
News Editor
How would you like an
expense paid trip to the 1980
Olympic Games in Moscow?
Perhaps Israel, Europe or
Hawaii is more to your liking.
These world-wide tours are
part of the prizes which will be
offered to participants in the
USD walk/jog-a-thon next
semester. The awards range
from the trans-continental
journeys to a new pair of jogging
shoes, from a warm-up suit to a
color television. The individual
prizes are neither competitive
nor circumstances of chance; the
more money that is raised the
more valuable the prize.
Scholarship-type financial aid
will be available as an alternative
to the awards.
The primary purpose of the
jog-a-thon is to raise funds for
the expansion and remodeling of
the student union. Also, this
presents an excellent opportuni
ty for Campus clubs and
organizations to raise funds for
various projects of interest to
them.
With a 60-minute time limit,
the jog-a-thon will be conducted
on a 330 yard track. Since each
additional lap means more help
for his club or a better standing

for the awards, each jogger will
be attempting to cover as many
laps as possible.
Entrants are free to jog, walk
or run, whatever they wish. It is
estimated that an average person
can walk 12 to 15 laps in 55
minutes. With a mixture of
walking and jogging, one can
cover 18 to 20 laps. A steady jog
will get you 22 to 25 laps. A
runner can go from 25 to 35 laps
in an hour and a good long
distance runner can be expected
to travel 40 or more laps. It is

Jog your way to Moscow
suggested that entrants be able
to provide this information to
anyone wanting to sponsor
them.
Participants do not have to
play salesmen since almost every
aspect of collection will be
handled by Promo-thon, a
company which has been hired
by the Associated Students.
Joggers get friends, relatives and
business associates to pledge a
certain amount of money for
each lap completed. Sponsor
sheets can also be mailed out to
people in other parts of the
country who would like to see
your club or group prosper or
who would like to help you win a
prize.
Once you have your sponsors,

you complete the jog and enjoy
the day; you do not collect the
money yourself. Your sponsors
will receive a bill from Promothon's friendly computor telling
them how many laps you ran and
thanking them for their
contribution and support.
The jog-a-thon will take place
on Thursday, February 23,
1978, on the USD west point
track. Two times are scheduled,
and entrants are free to
participate from either 12 to 1 or
5 to 6 pm. A TG for the
participants will follow.
Entry is open to anyone,
students, faculty, staff, parents,
individuals or groups from the
community; organizations from
on or off campus.
Each person is responsible for
their own lap counts. You can
count the laps yourself or bring a
friend who will count while you
run.
It is important that sponsors
realize that their pledges are for a
certain amount of money per
lap. If someone pledges $10,
establish whether he intends to
pledge $10 for each lap you
travel or a total of $10.
Registration forms, a
complete list of the awards,
sponsor sheets, tips on how to
get sponsors and other
information is available in the
AS office.

ALUMNI CHRISTMAS MASS
The USD Alumni Association will celebrate its annual "First Mass
of Christmas" Wednesday at 8 pm at Mission San Diego de Alcala
with the Rev. Daniel Dillabough, USD alumni chaplain, saying the
mass. A champagne reception immediately following Mass will be
held in "La Sala" at the Mission. For further information on either of
these events, contact the USD Alumni parent relations office, 2916480, ext. 355.
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
A Christmas choral festival will be performed by the choral and
vocal ensemble at 4 pm Sunday in Founders Chapel. The Sunday
evening mass, at 7:30 pm also in Founders Chapel, will be a candle
light mass in celebration of Christmas.

CONCERT DIRECTOR
Members of the ad hoc calendar committee have voted to retain the
current semester length and 55 minute class periods for the 1978-79
and 1979-80 academic years.
Officially rejected was the proposal to lengthen the semester and
shorten the class period.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1.) The Babcock Brothers Yearbook Picture today at Joe's Office
(Billy's Backdoor).
Vinny Babcock, Leon Babcock, Owen Babcock, Herb Babcock,
T.W. Babcock, Yogi Babcock, Bob Babcock, Cacalouie Babcock,
Macoy Babcock.
Please show up punctually - It's your last chance.
2.) Reserve Yearbook in AS Office. Only 1200 yearbooks are going to
be printed as of now.
ENGLISH 163 STUDENTS
Students who will be taking English 163 (Modern Continental
Literature) next semester must see Michael Channing, the instructor,
in Founders 132 to get a copy of the reading list for the course. Several
long novels will be studied, and it is expected that students will read
two of them ("Anna Karenina"and "The Brothers Karmazov") during
the inter-session break.
Channing will be in his office M WF 10 to 11 am and TTh 1 to 3 pm.
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Many job
opportunities
available in
work-study
by KATHLEEN GORMAN
Staff Writer
USD's College Work Study
Program, funded by the federal
government and the University,
offers campus employment for
students in financial need.
Through this program, a student
is able to pay for part of his
tuition or earn money to meet
living expenses. But besides the
obvious monetary benefits, a
student may also gain invaluable
experience in his or her field of
interest, learn good working
habits, and establish a sound
work record to present to
prospective employers.
Many campus jobs in the
CWSP correspond to the
academic majors of students.
Biology and chemistry majors
work in the laboratory and assist
KEVIN CURRAN, COPLEY LIBRARY

KAREN FRIZZELL; MARGUERITE SPRINGHORN, ENGLISH
TUTOR

Students interested in
working under this
program during inter
cession should pick up
their applications at the
Financial Aid Office (Serra
Hall) and return them to
the office today if they wish
to be given top priority.
professors in preparing science
labs for classes. In the
accounting office, a business
major can learn filing and other
administrative skills. Capable
students can tutor other USD
students in subjects such as
mathematics and English
composition. Education majors
can obtain off-campus teacher's
assistant jobs in elementary and
secondary schools in the San
Diego School District. Such job
opportunities allow students to

Tuition hikes protested
(CPS) - Students around the country are
responding to tuition increases with a mixture of
organized protest, legal action and practical
humor.
The issue has become top priority as last year, the
median price of attending college rose, on the
national level, to $630 for state residents and $1,521
for non-residents according to data from 135 fouryear and graduate campuses belonging to the
National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC). Inflation
continues to take most of the blame together with
changes by universities that state legislatures and
other sources are not providing adequate
appropriation.
Professional schools have been hit the hardest
and some students feel they have had enough. More
than 300 medical students at Northwestern
University near Chicago, 111. filed suit this fall
against their administration to block a 57 percent
increase that became effective for the 1977-78 term.
Tuition there rose from $4,350 for 1976 to $6,855
for 1977.
Northwestern officials reportedly claimed that
the increase was to cover costs of the medical
program without relying on state and federal aid, a
trend that is increasing at many private institutions.
But one medical student claimed the University
ignored $500,000 in state aid which could have
offset the tuition increase.
Students involved in the class action suit hope to
place a 10.4 percent ceiling on tuition increases
beginning this year which would hike this year's

tuition by only $450. As of Nov. 21, the University
had not answered the students' charges.
At the same time, students at the University of
Maryland had their own way of protesting a $60
tuition increase. When Dr. Samuel Hoover of the
University of Maryland's Board of Regents
announced the hike, the school newspaper quoted
him as saying:
"Now $60 isn't very much. Anybody ought to be
able to go out and earn that. Why they ought to
come over and see me, I'll give them a job helping
me pull weeds in my lawn."
The students were not moved by what they called
Hoover's flippancy and as a result, more than 400
applications were mailed to Hoover for his
gardening job. Free ads were run in the paper for
several weeks and two plastic bags, gift-wrapped,
which held the applications were turned over to
Hoover at a meeting on Nov. 18.
Hoover called the protest "completely out of
order" and "contrary to the way we operate."
Hoover added that the action would not do the
students any good, and that the applications should
go to the Governor.
While Hoover called the protest "wasted effort",
the Maryland State Board for Higher Education
was requesting a $2.7 million appropriation to
offset the need for the tuition hike.
The applications for the weed pulling job were
left behind by Hoover at the end of the November
meeting. Students at Maryland plan to send them
to Acting Governor Blair Lee on Hoover's
recommendation.

SUSAN TOLEDO, FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
ment through the CWSP, a
decide whether they would like
student must fill out an
to spend their future in a
application which can be
particular occupation.
obtained at the financial
aid
Within the past four years,
office. From a list of 40 campus
three students in the CWSP who
departments, the applicant is
worked in USD's financial aid
required to select three jobs in
office have been hired in
order of priority. In addition, the
financial aid offices throughout
student is asked to indicate his
California. One of these
major and special skills. Space is
students, Terry Smith, was hired
also provided for any additional
in the financial aid office of a
comments the student may have
local community college after his
pertaining to his or her
graduation last Spring. Three
employment. After the student's
years of work experience at USD
financial
eligibility for the
had given him a solid base of
CWSP has been assessed, the
knowledge in the administrative
financial aid officers place the
and organizational aspects of
student according to the criteria
financial aid.
on the application.
In order to obtain employ

CATHY WEIR, PUBLIC RELATIONS

Religious education
degree offered here
by VALERIE AFFONSO
Staff Writer
The religious studies
department is, as of last summer,
offering a masters degree in
educational ministries.
The program is directed to
those who are or who will be
engaged in the educational
ministries of the Christian
churches. Its aim is the
preparation of qualified
professional personnel in the
various areas of the educational

'Since the changes in the
Church in the 1960's,
people haven't known how
to create an ambitious,
comprehensive parish
program.'
ministry by providing a balanced
program of theological
foundations, theory of
educational ministry and
practical workshops.
Helen DeLaurentis, associate
professor of religion and
religious education, was hired
specifically to develop and head
the masters program.
She believes that "since the
changes in the Church in the
1960's, people haven't known
how to create an ambitious,
comprehensive parish program;
Southern California is behind
other parts of the nation in this

respect. The purpose of this
program is to educate students
by exposing them to a well
balanced curriculum so that they
might help alleviate this
'problem."
The program offers courses
that will prepare a student for
occupations concerning all
aspects of educational ministry
"including the careers of a youth
minister, religious teacher and
director of religious education in
a parish, and work with book
companies or publishers and
diocesan officers."
The masters program requires
34 hours of full-time or part-time
study. A full summer session and
weekend or evening classes will
be offered to accommodate
those who choose part-time
study.
Admission to the program
requires a bachelors degree from
an accredited college or
university, a minimum of 12
undergraduate credits in
religion, an undergraduate GPA
of at least 2.5 and some
experience in the area of
educational ministry.
A completed application
form, a statement of the students
professional interest, needs and
expectations of the program and
two transcripts of credit from
every college or university
attended must be submitted to
the graduate office.
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Green thumbs
renovate field
At right, Roger Manion, assistant director of physical plant,
looks on, while Eliseo Ramirez (driving) and Fred Rocha, head
gardener, complete renovation of the football field. As
VISTA's nose knows, there have been numerous injuries to the
players, due to the former depressions in the field.
At bottom, Raul Soto takes care of the fan section.
The two-week renovation process included thinning the
grass, mowing it low, aerating the surface, building up the
depressions, reaerating, fertilizing, seeding, dressing with
lomex, rolling the field and, most important, watering the
finished product.
"All my guys helped good to finish it on time," said Rocha.
Workers from CETA, a county government subsidized
employment program, are planting ice plant and trees on the
field's surrounding embankment.

Staff photos by Teresa Konyn
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by TIM RYLAND
Staff Writer

Every year some ass ( benign neglect) decides to write a "parody" of
Clement Clarke Moore's classic, "A visit From St. Nick." This year is
no exception. So without further ado, here is this ass's ( malignant
neglect) interpretation of said poem.
The Night Before Christmas

With apologies to C.C. Moore, Dr. Author Hughes, et al.

Sorry, guys, no thumbing
by JOE BASSET
Staff Writer
The long-awaited and debated USD escort
service has been put into operation, and is now
working satisfactorily, affirms Kathy Watson,
security officer. The cause for the service's delay
was lack of student interest in the project.
It was originally thought that the escorts
would be provided by the fraternities and other
service organizations. This plan did not work
out because the organizations had already
pledged their time to other projects. An appeal
to interested men and women was given, and
after a time the required number volunteered.
There is still a need for escorts, however, and
interested persons should go to the security
office in De Sales.
The total cost, Watson said, of initiating the
service was negligible. The vehicle utilized for

the service was the post office station wagon,
until then left idle at night. It runs from Camino
and Founder's down to the apartments and
sports center; pickup _ times are posted
throughout the campus. At this time, there will
be no walking escorts.
A question which many male students are
probably asking is if they can make use of the
service to get to and from the canyon. The
answer, for now, is no. "For a few reasons,"
Watson began. "Some of the drivers are girls."
Another consideration is that the shuttle is
limited for space. "We should have a shuttle
service next semester," Watson postulated. For
now, the emphasis is on escorting the women.
There has been what Watson terms "a good
turnout" of women, making use of the service.
She added, "If it saves one girl from attack, then
it's effective."

'Twas the night before Christmas when all through the house,
Not a creature was stirring, not even a cockroach.
The stockings were hung by the chimney to dry,
We had no clothes dryer, and thus we got by.
I thought of my schoolfriends, asleep in their beds,
While nightmares of finals still danced in their heads.
My faithful old teddy bear Peepee and I
Had just settled into bed for some shut-eye
When up in the sky—such a drear lamentation!
Like moans of a crowd on scholastic probation.
I threw off the sheets and, away like a flash,
Threw open my window and fell in the trash.
And as in the garbage I trembled with fear
A marvelous sight to my eyes did appear:
Away in the sky, like a child's little toy,
Came a truck being drawn by the oddest convoy.
There were ten little people attached to the rein,
Straining to power this strange aeroplane.
And there in the driver's seat, taking a snoozeI knew in a moment that it was Art Hughes.
When down toward my roof dove his coursers headlong
He awoke with a start and he swore loud and strong:
"Whoa, Hurley, hey, Gerlach, and Whitcomb, and Shipley,
Now, Kolar, now Chambers, Rigali, and Rigsby,
Watch yourself Skip!—I don't want this thing dented!
-Careful Sperazzo, the darn thing is rented!
If any of you even touch one small fender
I'll rant and I'll rave and I'll revoke your tenure!"
And while he thus shouted I saw the truck loom
Above me, as fateful as impending doom,
I noticed the words on the sack by his side
For they read, "Final Grades," and my final hopes died.
But his reindeer, still quite unaccostomed to landing,
Struck earth with a thump that left only half standing.
I saw Doctor Hughes- his composure quite goneThrown from the mail truck and sprawled on the lawn.
But quickly he sprang up and brushed off his denim
And, throwing the profs a glance that was pure venom,
Proceeded to open the mail sack with glee,
All still unaware that I watched anxiously.
He drew out a letter and then with a grin
Held it up to the moon to read what was within.
He read it and smiled, then laughed with a shout,
"Here's another we don't have to worry about!
It's one way to lower enrollment," he said.
"Come spring this one will be bounced out on his head!
Imagine the look on the face of this peasant
When he opens up our surprise Christmas present!"
The grades in the mailbox, he sprang to his seat,
His errand accomplished, his mission complete.
His reindeer with many a grunt and a wheeze
Were airborn and then, barely clearing the trees,
Struggled and strained away into the night
And I heard someone curse as the truck left my sight.
The voice through the night air came brittle and fine:
"Faster! And please, for Godssake, stay in line!"
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by CHRIS MONICA
Staff Writer

" M y cup runneth over . . . "
I'm sure that our matriarchal guardians here at the University of
San Diego were acting in our own best interests. The imposition of the
"dry look," (no alcohol, if you will) here on campus is reminiscent of
when your mother removed all the sharp objects from around your
crib when you were eight months old and capable of reaching beyond
the protective limits of your "cage." We're all well aware of how"kids"
in college can hurt themselves if not stringently supervised. It's
reassuring to know that further precautions are maintained to ensure
that even our legal cohorts on campus, those 21 and over, are being
protected from themselves and their potentialities of abusing their
bodies with that "social drug" (oooh, ahhh); alcohol.
You see, the school was not satisfied with completely devastating
the two most staunchly supported and attended student based
activities, T.G.I.F.s and Larks, no, they felt the dire need to prevent
any student use (or misuse) of alcohol whatsoever. Now larks are non
existent if not thoroughly boring and T.G.'s have been reinstated as
"O. B. I. F. N. W. C. R. D. T. T. C. A. H. M. A. C. W. O. F.'s"(oh boy
it's Friday now we can run down to the canyon and have milk and
cookies with our friends).
Although one would expect our overseer's iniquitous thirst to be
quenched by the aforementioned "achievements," alas, it is not. The
administration here at the University of Heaven has relegated (that's
right, relegated not delegated) power to R.A.'s enabling them to take
whatever measures necessary to curb the "mounting epidemic" of
alcohol abuse in the dorms, the campus apartments, and any one of the
assorted (but limited) activities here at our humble university.
I bore witness to this absurd precept last weekend and could not, or
would not, believe what I was seeing:

ADM//V/SW<T/

"Now, now kids,77J
give you back your
pens and pencils
tomorrow When I
can watch you."

It was Friday night, an obvious night of study for college students all
across the nation (and Canada), and the deviant students at the
University of San Diego were gaily celebrating the eve of the weekend;
not being debaucherous, destructive, or exceptionally clamorous but
rather they were parties of minimal proportions. And then to my utter
amazement a Napoleonic figure appeared on the scene piercing the
jovial atmosphere with a foreboding air of impending doom. This
obstinate R.A. began demanding beverages indiscriminantly from a
number of disgruntled students with the implied impression that if
they were not handed over fines would be in order. Mind you, this
practice was not circumscribed to the immediate surronding of the
apts. Nay, this defiant R.A. ventured into the very rooms of the
students and within the confines of their abodes informed them that
regardless of anyone's age or the quantity of alcohol present, the
nefarious fluid was to be immediately forfeited into her custody.
It is obvious that the University must maintain some semblence of
rigidity under the consideration that we are not in the possession of a
liquor license. This is understandable and I believe the students have
exhibited their maturity by conforming to the no T.G.-boring Lark
concept imposed by their superiors. However, sustaining these rules of
"no alcohol" with the present severity is dictatorial and
regardless of precautionary measures, will not prevent the students
from imbibing an occasional beer when they feel the urge. 95% of the
colleges in California are unable to secure liquor licenses, but I'll wager
they don't have R.A.'s running rampant amidst their students,
pouncing on every beer in sight.
Rules and regulations are necessary, this fact cannot be denied.
Within reason, they will be maintained and respected by the students.
However, once students are constricted within inequitable
administrative philosophies relative to a practice students have
enjoyed countless generations, it can be historically proven that the
student, like insects and DDT, will find new, more advanced ways to
"beat the system." This will necessitate new, more strict and stringent
rules by the administration to "beat the students." Unless conciliatory
measures are implemented by both parties alcoholic "warfare"
between the administration and the students might become part of the
University of San Diego student curriculum for many years to come.

compiled by
STEVEN COLOGNE
StalT Writer
THEATRE
"A Funny Thing Happened
On The Way To The Forum,"
the burlesque vaudeville musical
comedy, written by Bert
Shavalove and Larry Gelbert
with music and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim will be presented
Thurs. Nov. 11 thru Dec. 24 with
dinner shows Thurs. thru Sat. at
6 pm and brunch matinees on
Sun. at 11:30 am. Belville's
Dinner Theater. For more
information call 233-6355.
"The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers", a Neil Simon comedy
will be presented by the North
County Community Theater
thru Dec. 17. For more
information call 726-9802.
"The Oldest Living Graduate"
the play by Preston Jones, will
be shown at the Mission
Playhouse in Old Town thru
Dec. 10. For more information
call 295-6453.
"Goodbye Charlie," a
comedy/farce, will be presented
thru Dec. 17 at the Actors
Quarter Theatre. For more
information call 238-9609.

ART
"Narcissism," a limited
edition original serigraph by
Vince Jefferds, senior vice
president of Walt Disney
Productions, will be on exhibit
thru Dec. 11, at UCSD. For
more information call 452-2864.
Wildlife Ceramics and other
functional objects by F.U.
Farmer will be on display thru
Dec, in the gallery room of Iron
Walrus Pottery. For more
information call 435-3272.
"Suggestions of Movement," a
showing featuring the paintings
of San Diego artist Paul Hannon
will be on exhibit thru Dec. Venture Gallery. For more
information call 296-0200.
Etchings and paintings by
Elizabeth Kennedy Kottwitz will
be featured during Dec. at H.
Henry Fine Arts Gallery. For
more information call 296-0200.
Antiques and Paintings,
specially selected French,
English, and Oriental antiques
will be exhibited thru Dec. at
Cannell and Chaffin Gallery.
For more information call 4540451.

CINEMA
"Star of Bethlehem," a multi
media exploration of several sky
phenomena which might have
been interpreted as the star of the
three Wise Men of the first
Christmas Eve, will be presented
thru Dec. 26 at the Reuben H.
Fleet Space Theater in Balboa
Park. For more information call
238-1233.
OTHER EVENTS
Whale Watching Trips start
off San Diego on Dec. 26-Jan. 15
- There is a two hour trip led by
Dr. R. Gilmore. Tickets and
reservations are available now.
Tickets $4.50. For more
information call 295-4582.
ADVANCED TICKETS
SUGGESTED FOR:. . .
All of the following San Diego
Sports Arena Events:
Dec. 16 - Queen at 7:30 pm
Dec. 18 - Deputy Sheriffs
Variety Show at 8 pm.
Dec. 23 - San Diego State Aztecs
vs. Brigham Young at 8 pm.
Dec. 26 - Beach Boys
Dec. 28 - Kansas
Dec. 31 - Calvary Chapel
Meeting
For ticket prices and other
information call 224-4176.

DRAMA REVIEW

Chicago's Organic Theater presents
fine performance of Bradbury play

by STEVE NEWTON
The Organic Theater of
Chicago, one of the best
professional repertory groups
now touring the United States,
performed Ray Bradbury's play,
"The Wonderful Ice-Cream
Suit" last month at the El Cajon
Performing Arts Center.
When Ray Bradbury spoke at
USD in the Spring of 1976, he
demonstrated his wide ranging
literary talents and creative
abilities. Although famous for
his science fiction, he recited his
own style of poetry and
entertained the audience with his
perceptive sense of humor. He
spoke at Point Loma College in
January, 1977, and mentioned
another interest: his love for the
theater. At that time he said, "I
have written plays for forty-five
years. Nobody wants them. I
don't care. I will put the damn
things on myself. Save ten bucks
and hire a store front and get a
bunch of actors together and a
director, and spend time
together for three months and
put it on free—free—free!!!
That's what theater is."
The Organic Theater
discovered one of these
unwanted plays and produced it
because it expressed their goals
that theater must be fun, and for
everyone. This is the first play
ever performed by their
company that has not been
written by an Organic Theater'
Company member. However,
Director Stuart Gordon said
that Bradbury approved of their
production of his play.
The curtain was up before the
play started, revealing a
backdrop of urban slum
buildings with comically profane
graffiti illustrated and scrawled
on the walls. Three of the main
characters slouched and

stretched until the play opened.
Slapstick humor carried the play
along initially. The pace of the
play quickened when their
leader, Gomez, the soft-hearted,
emotionally explosive, Latin
con-man, persuaded them to
help buy a suit the color of
vanilla ice cream.
The conflict comes into the
play because the first
four

"Gomez enjoys
success
with women."
members of the group lack
sufficient funds to buy the suit.
They grudgingly allow Vamenos
to join the group because they
need his money, although he is
sloppy, dull and an ever-present
threat to the well being of the
mutually owned suit. Bradbury's
model for his character,
Vamenos, could well have been
an adult version of Schulz'
"Pigpen" in the Peanuts cartoon
strip.
All five suit owners enjoy
different kinds of success while
wearing the suit. For example,
Gomez, the first to wear the suit,
enjoys immediate success with
women. This is illustrated
comically, through stagecraft,
when four long poles suddenly
appear, dangling lacy negligees.
He vacillates wildly, dancing and
singing to the seductive calls of
ladies off stage. Finally, he
snatches up all four negligees
and dashes off to a wild night on
the town.
Eventually, the unwanted,
sloppy tagalong, Vamenos, gets
his turn with the suit. Although
warned to stay sober, in order to
protect the suit, Vamenos, who
loves to have a good time, gets

drunk at the wildest bar in town
and picks upon the local tough's
girl. The other members of the
group suffer a beating in the
comical, riotous fight
that
follows, when they protect the
suit and Vamenos, and knock
senseless the avenging tough. All
does not end there. In the next
scene, sounds of a car are heard
and the voice of the tough's girl
offstage calls him seductively.
Against the others' wishes, he
follows impulsively. The sounds
of gun shots, a tremendous
crash, and screeching tires
shatter the comedy as Vamenos
staggers in and falls motionless
at their feet.
Bradbury is not one to spare
the dramatic effect of a tragic
end to prove his point. This
scene was so powerful that it
brought to mind "All in the
Family's" hard-hitting episode,
in which their Jewish activist
friend is blown up in his car by
the local clan of Nazis. As the
stunned group acknowledge thp
tragedy, they no longer care.:,
about the suit. They care about
Vamenos, their unwanted
tagalong. As concern and
tension mount, he stirs and
comes to life, like the resurrected
Redford in the "Sting", and
tragedy turns to comedy with
heartfelt relief.
Bradbury's final message
comes in the last scene, when
Martinez, the romanticist, says,
"If we ever get rich, it'll be kind
of sad. Then we'll all have
suits....it'll break up the old
gang. It'll never be the same after
that." The future is uncertain but
the play ends warmly in the
present. The friends fall asleep
together, surrounding the
wonderful ice cream suit of
dreams, which taught them the
meaning of friendship.
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PEOPLE DON'T NEED IT

Dr. Spanis has startling conclusions on sleep
by JAMES McGAW
Staff Writer

Dr Curt Spanis, Professor of
Biology, has been studying the
biological functions and
processes involved in sleep for
the past four years. He has come
to the startling conclusion that
we don't have to sleep at all.
"Sleeping is a psychological
thing," says Spanis. "For
centuries people have been told
that to feel rested they must have
a good eight hours sleep. It's just
npt true."
However, one could not give
up sleeping all at once, Spanis
warns. "People sleep as a form of
escape, they're not ready to give
that up," he added. "There is just
no scientific proof that you have
to sleep." Spanis himself

averages only four hours of sleep
each night.
He bases his conclusion on
extensive study. He says there
are three periods one goes
through when sleeping. The first
two, light sleep (alpha) and slow
wave sleep (delta), take up about
ninety out of every one hundred
minutes of sleep in regular
cycles. Spanis feels that during
these first two periods the body
is restless and the mind
somewhat inactive, in limbo.
But it is the short ten minute
intervals which follow that has
Spanis interested. It is during
REM (Rapid Eye Movement)
sleep that one dreams. "REM is
intriguing because there is
tremendous brain activity," he
said. "It's been called
paradoxical sleep because the

by DAVID K. RANKIN
Editor

This column will be devoted this week to personal reflections on a
semester of being editor, so if you don't care what it's like to be an
editor of a small college newspaper move on to the next story—it's
your loss, not the writer's. His stuff gets printed no matter how many
people read it. After all, he is the editor.
The editor of the VISTA is in charge of setting the tone of the paper.
(Isn't that a ponderous statement?) The tone this year s editor tried to
set was B flat. Actually what this entails is reading each story to make
sure that words like
,
, and
don't appear in print.
Any regular reader of the popular column "The Nose Knows"
knows that the censorship policy this semester was one of benign
neglect. (The writer loves the phrase benign neglect and uses it every
chance he gets.) (Aren't parenthetical statements fun to read?) (Isn't
parenthetical a neat word?) (Sounds educated, doesn t it?)
If we may get serious again. (Or Roebuck, for that matter.) One of
the major responsibilities the editor faces each week is writing the
editorial. Some newspapers have an editorial meeting of the editorial
staff to determine the editorial stand the paper will take on its editorial
page. (How many times have you read a sentence in which the word
editorial appeared four times?) (Congratulations, you have just
increased your experiences of that nature by one.) The VISTA does
not have an editorial meeting of the editorial staff to determine the
editorial stand the paper will take on its editorial page.
(Congratulations, twice in one paragraph.) The official position of the
VISTA is determined solely by the editor, much to the chagrin of the
drinking members of the staff. Quite frankly, the editor does not even
care that the staff is chagrined, because the person called in by the
administration if an editorial rankles the President, or some other high
muck-a-muck, is the editor. This year's editor feels that if his ass
(benign neglect) is going to be on the line concerning the editorial, he s
going to be damn (benign neglect, again) sure that he agrees with the
official editorial position.
Since we are on the subject of editorials we may as well discuss the
editorials printed this year. (Why? you ask. Why not? the writer
answers.) The editor is overwhelmed by the power the press enjoys on
this campus. He was pleased that the justices who closed their meetings
to the press were convinced that secret meetings were completely
against the tradition of open government.
The editor (No lips that touch liquor shall touch his lips) was also
pleased by the overwhelmingly favorable reaction to his editorial
against liquor on campus. He is also pleased to have developed such a
loyal following that they would be willing to visit his house for a hot
time in the old town tonight. Although, having his house burned down
is not his idea of the ideal hot time.
The editor is also pleased that the university obviously agrees with
his position that it would be a disgrace if the Pequod were to be
published without financial support from, the university. They must
agree because the VISTA received no opinion from the administration
to the contrary. (Everyone knows, silence gives consent.) (Of course,
maybe silence only shows ignorance.)
But, enough bitterness: it's time for sweetness and light. The editor is
pleased that he was privileged to be a member of the staff he worked
with He appreciates all the work each staff member put forth, and he
wishes to acknowledge the fact that it was primarily their work that
made the VISTA a quality newspaper. He was glad to be a part of the
generally friendly atmosphere that filled the office during working
hours.
,
,.
. .
c.
All this might make the reader guess that the editor is quitting after
only one semester. Well, guess again, he'll be back next semester,
looking forward to working with some of the same people from this
semester and welcoming the new staff members. Until next year then,
have a Merry Christmas and a Happy (spirit filled) New Year.

brain is actually more active
than when you're awake."
Although REM is not fully
understood, Spanis believes it is
what makes sleep important. "It
is the time when you consolidate
learning," he said. This
categorizing seems essential for
memory. Spanis even suggests
students study, then sleep for a
few hours to better comprehend
and consolidate what is being
learned.
Dreaming occurs during
REM, as well.
Although he is not in the field
of dream interpretation, Spanis
states that one dreams what one
has seen or done, either
consciously or subconsciously.
Through the use of laboratory
cats, Spanis is looking for a sleep
substance.
In extracting tissues from the
brain of a cat during REM, he
has found an increase in protein t
synthesis taking place. This
increase, Spanis feels, is the key
to REM. By analyzing the
specific peptides of the proteins,
he hopes to find the chemical
substance which causes REM.
But why find what causes
REM?
Spanis thinks the substance
could be used as a natural
sleeping pill. He points out that
with today's sleeping pills one
awakes tired, because the pills
induce slow wave sleep, but not
REM.
A REM pill would offer a lot
of REM sleep in twenty minutes
to an hour. Adds Spanis, "you
could get a good chunk of sleep
in a short time, and wake up
refreshed."
Even though he feels

Yearbook photo

DR. SPANIS HOLDS ARNOLD THE CAT, who is sacrificing his
brain for the advancement of science.
optimistic of its applications,
Spanis sees the actual discovery
of the chemical "about four
years away."
Says Spanis: "There is no
biochemical or physiological
need to sleep. You think you

have to sleep. If you feel tired, go
do something, you'll feel better."
So next week when you force
yourself to stay up all night
studying for finals, remember;
you're not really sleepy, it's all in
your head.

Conductor Kenneth Duerr's career
with Pasadena Orchestra discussed
by STEVE ETTINGER
Entertainment Critic

The Pasadena Chamber
Orchestra, under the direction of
youthful Robert Kenneth Duerr,
its founder and conductor, made
its debut concert of this its
inaugural season last Monday,
December 5th. The orchestra,
composed of musicians from the
San Gabriel Valley area, played
to a near capacity crowd in the
Gold Room at the Pasadena
Civic Auditorium.
The program included works
by J.S. Bach, G. Heussenstamm,
R. Wagner, and W.A. Mozart.
The first offering was the Suite
No. 1 in C Major, BWV 1066 by
Johann Sebastian Bach, written
approximately in 1721. The
piece was in seven movements,
each using different combina
tions of the strings, winds and
brass for interesting orchestral
variety. Under Duerr's relaxed
yet firm baton the group played
marvelously, in no way
indicating the limited number of
rehearsal sessions involved.
An interesting sidelight to the
entire event is that without the
organizational ideas and
perseverance of Duerr,
Pasadena would still be without
a chamber orchestra. Originally
from New York, the 23 year old
Duerr is a graduate of USC and
is currently involved in graduate
study in the music department
there. He is also associate
organist at All Saints Church in
Pasadena. A young man in a
hurry, Duerr himself contacted
not only the musicians and

auditioned them all personally,
but he did most of the footwork
in rounding up the funds
necessary for running an
orchestra of this size as well. It
seems impossible that he got
enough people to "chip" in and
support the new orchestra, but
once he sets his sights on a goal,
look out. Duerr is not only a
gifted conductor but is a
nationally acclaimed organist; in
1976 he won first prize at the Bi
centennial competition held in
Boston, Mass., and has

Du-err is human
numerous other awards from
competitions all across the
United States. An avid fan of
both Backgammon and Twilight
Zone, the opportunistic Duerr
spends most of his free time
"visiting" friends and cultivating
his tan. When asked by one
person how it was he got the
orchestra together so quickly
and by another how he liked
Southern California, Duerr
answered both in one sentence,
"Oh, I love Southern California it's so green!"
The second piece was the
world premier of George
Haussenstamm's Scherzo, Opus
31. A twelve tone work, it
featured two percussionists who
had demanding scores. Though
experimental in nature, the piece
offered tremendous variations in
tone color and contrast, and
many startling and innovative
orchestrations were used.
Written for the most part in very
fast tempos "which shifted from

2/4 to 3/4 and back almost at
random, this piece was probably
as difficult for conductor Duerr
as the musicians, but the
Maestro was fit for the task.
The final
offerings were
Siegfried Idyll, by Richard
Wagner, and Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart's Symphony
No. 20 in D Major, K. 133. In
these near-flawless pieces the
audience was treated to the
virtuosity of the principal
musicians as they performed
their solos beautifully. The
Wagner piece used just the
principals and interestingly used
the original orchestration, which
at times sounded a bit weak,
especially in the strings, but it
must be remembered that this is
what Wagner called for. The
oboes in particular played
nicely, and in a sense made the
piece what it was. The contrasts
that the winds can many times
offer are sometimes overlooked,
and this was most refreshing.
Mozart's work called for the
enlarged orchestra as the first
two works had, and featured the
brilliant flautist Pat Garside.
The lyrical nature of the
symphony was brought out
beautifully by all the players,
and conductor Duerr by this
time was in complete command
of all dynamics and sections. The
remarkable cohesiveness and
unity the orchestra played with is
characteristic of perennially
established groups, and thus
Duerr and his ensemble should
feel that they have achieved a
great accomplishment both
musically and civically.
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Congress urged to ratify Panama Canal Treaty
by DR. JOSEPH P.
GHOUGASSIAN
and JANICE MULLIGAN

American opinion, it is not the
superpatriotic American
conservatives that are most
fervent in their desire to see the
treaty fail, but rather it is the
Latin American Leftist that is
most dismayed at the emergence
of this proposed agreement,
which may pave the way for
improved U.S. Latin American
relations. Anti-American Latin
Americans oppose the pact
because it eliminates a major
source of antagonism between
the United States and the South
Americans. Politically, t h e
treaty is a brilliant piece of
diplomacy. The treaty signifies
that the United States is sincere

The utility of the Panama
Canal has slowly decreased in its
importance to the United States
and the waterway has been
reduced to a mere vestige of the
1903 era. Technology (e.g.
supertankers) and the shift in
American military needs has
drawn our focus away from the
Panama Canal. Of all the foreign
trade going in and out of U.S.
seaports, only 7% passed
through the Panama Canal in
1976. This compares with a
significantly higher 13% in 1949.

". . .Neither the English nor the Germans
believed it possible to take a fleet of great
battleships around the world. . .1
(Theodore Roosevelt) made up my mind
that it was time to have a show-down in the
matter. . .1 took Panama without
consulting the Cabinet. . .My prime
purpose was to impress the American
people, and this purpose was fully
achieved."
Of course the Panama Canal still
has utility, but it is not nearly as
vital as it once was. Few U.S.
warships, even make the trip
anymore; the supercarriers are
too big, and the nuclear
submarines are vulnerable to
detection and attack because
they must surface before
crossing the canal.
The canal was built and first
opened to the trafic of the world
on August IS, 1914. The canal
first served manifold purposes
for the United States. The canal
provided the United States with
a show of presense in Latin
America, and thus served as a
means of security in the game of
geopolitics. U.S. military bases
were setup in the Canal Zone
both to protect our interests in
the canal and then, also, served
as a sign to the rest of the world
that Latin American was under
our protection.
The 1903 Treaty, which still is
in effect, and grants the U.S.
total control of canal operations,
is deeply resented in Panama
and is a liability in our relations
with Latin America. Should the
Senate fail to ratify the treaty, it
will no doubt be viewed by Latin
America and the world at large
as a breach of faith, and it is
certain to breed hostility and
intensify distrust. Given the
already poor relations between
the United States and Latin
America over such issufes as
human rights, the failure on
behalf of the United States to
grant Panama the right of
complete sovreigntv may lead to
further strain on the U.S.-Latin
American alliance, and be
interpreted a s a n a c t of
hypocracy, in light of Carter's
Human Right Policy.
Contrary to popular

in its intent to deal with the
Third World as real sovereign
ties. Ratification of the treaty
gives credibility to President
Carter's actions in the
international political arena.
Defeat of the treaties would not
only tarnish Carter's political
credibility, but it would cripple
him in his future conduct of
foreign policy.
Opponents of the treaty
declare that it is a "giveaway".
Indeed, mere analysis of the
body of the treaty proves quite to
the contrary. The terms that
have been negotiated a r e
favorable in every important
aspect. The terms assure the
efficient operation of the canal,
enable the United States to
protect the waterway, guarantee
the canal's neutrality indefin
itely, and provides an economic
settlement that is fair to both
parties.
None of the loans, guarantees,
and credits the United States will
provide to Panama will require
appropriations from Congress.
American citizens will not be
required to pay one dollar to
Panama when these treaties are
put into effect. The decreasing
utility of the Canal must be kept
i n m i n d when discussing
economic considerations.
Should we retain control of the
canal, many advocate investing a
further $1-2 billion in a Terminal
The University of San
Diego Yearbook staff
would like to thank the
following companies for
their support:
7-11 at 5150 Linda Vista
Rd.
Jay Vee Construction Co.

Lake-Third Lock modification
plan. While we need not spend
any money to cede control of the
canal, we may well have to spend
billions of dollars more to retain
it.
The Panama Canal may well
turn into an expensive burden on
the United States, a burden
which yields less and less
tangible profit to the United
States as time passes. The future
of the Canal is far from
insignificant to the Panaman
ians however. The Panama
Canal is the largest economic
enterprise in Panama and is
viewed as their prime natural
resource. The future of the Canal
is obviously the critical factor in
the nation's economy. While of
decreasing importance to the
Americans, it is and will remain
a question of vital import to the
Panamanians. Thus, we must be
cognizant of the possible
consequences that might arise
should we fail to ratify the treaty,
see as being vital to their very
survival? In addition to the
obvious political alienation in
How far will the Panamanians
go to secure the canal that they
Latin American-U.S. relations,
failure to ratify the treaty may
lead to violence. While General
Torrijos has expressed his
willingness to go as far as to step
down from office if it will ensure
passage of the treaty, ultimate
failure to ratify the treaty, may
swing the Panamanians to find
another mode of obtaining
sovereignty: Violence! The U.S.
would have but two options if
violence broke out in the Canal
Zone. Acting alone, surrounded
by a hostile population, not only
in Panama but in the rest of
Latin America as well, the U.S.
would need an estimated 100,000
troops to put down a determined

Notes: All entries will be subject to judgement concerning offensive remarks.
Those that do not meet our standards will be rejected.
How to do it?. . .Just place clearly printed entry, name, address, phone, and
payment in the envelope and drop in the door slot at the yearbook office.
Program is effective until Dec. 15, 1977.

"Sign it, or else. . .'
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Do you have something to say but are too shy to
confront the person?
Express yourself in the yearbook "Personnel" Section, Be Creative! Be Original!
Only $3/line (Limited to 40 characters)

Americans to urge Congress to
ratify this treaty. Carter called
the treaty "an example to the
world of how nations can work
together for the benefit of all."
(Los Angeles Times Nov. 7,
1977). Americans of today have
inherited the negotiations, and
t h e general shape of t h e
outcome. The fight for
ratification affects the credibility
of our nation and the face which
we wish to show to the world.
Let us not diminish our stature
by clinging to the past, but rather
let us set an example for other
nations to emulate.
Senator Hayakawa, as a
semanticist, should have known
that it is a linguistic
contradiction—not to speak of
ethics-to associate "stealing"
with "fairness". "Stealing" can
square with a "square mentality"
but not a "fair mentality".

guerrilla effort. (Time, Oct. 31,
1977, p. 27).
The only other alternative to
military intervention would be
an attempt to negotiate a new
treaty. If the original treaties are
not ratified, and violence does
break out in the Canal Zone, it
will be far more difficult to draw
up a subsequent treaty, as the
P a n a m a n i a n s have already
ratified it; and it is doubtful if the
Panamanians will at that time
allow the U.S. any concessions.
The present day circumstan
ces in politics, economy and
world opinion are very different
from what it was nearly three
quarters of a century ago. The
proposed treaty is in the highest
of national interest of the United
States and deserves the full
support of Congress. We have a
commitment to persuade other

Open 11:30 am to 10:00
pm Sun. —.11:00 am to
12:00 pm Fri.-Sat.

Coupon

$1.00 Off Any
Large Pizza
Not good on delivery
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

How do you feel about today's Christmas Spirit?
interviews by
MONICA GORMAN
photos by MAMSE CIOLFI
How do you feel about the
Christmas spirit in today's
world?

I

TED VELASQUEZ
senior

I think that other countries
handle Christmas with more of a
love than we do. It has been
exploited.
In America, Christmas has
been exploited. People base it
more on money and gifts than on
Christ. Christmas isn't a big
birthday party for everyone. It is
celebrating the birth of Christ.
He wouldn't have wanted it this
way.

FATHER NICK REVELES
music instructor

PETER MILNER
sophomore

MARY ROKOS
sophomore

DAVE DALTON
freshman

The real meaning of
Christmas in the secular world
has been lost. We've become too
involved in gift-giving, gift expecting, Santa Claus, and
decorations. The birth of Christ
has been obscured and that is a
shame.

Too much emphasis is being
put on how much gifts cost and
how many gifts are received
from friends. People worry too
much about how much money
they have to spend on presents
instead of the meaning behind
giving gifts.

Christmas today is too
commercialized. I really like it
when old-fashioned ways of
observing Christmas are
brought back each year to
celebrate Christmas. These
should be brought back every
year to remind people of the true
meaning of Christmas.

People are worrying too much
about what they might get
instead of thinking about what
they can give. People should
recognize this trend towards
selfishness in today's world.

But a lot of believing
Christians are trying to renew a
sense of the understanding of
Christmas. Some families do not
emphasize the presents, Santa,
or the tree but instead are really
getting into Advent and the
coming of Christ. They are
trying to reach back into our
tradition and hold on to the true
spirit of Christmas.

Very few people make gifts the
way they used to do. Homemade
gifts really show a lot of love.

There is a difference!!!]
Prepare for:

JflGAT
DAT
LSAT

eniAT

j

of experience
and success
Small classes
Voluminous home
study materials
Courses that are
constantly updated
Tape facilities for
reviews of class
lessons and for use
of supplementary
materials

FLEX
ECFM6
NAT L MED DDS
RN LICENSURE DDS
Make-ups for
missed lessons

SAN DIEGO CENTER

2180 Garnet, Pacific Beach 92109
Phone

(714) 270-6810

IMPUN
Educational
Center

Branches in major US cities
and Switzerland

LOLLIE AYALA
sophomore

Christmas has become more
commercialized. People should
always remember that
Christmas was the day that
Christ was born and that giving
gifts is just a means of showing
love.
In the modern world
everything moves at a much
faster pace then it did a few years
ago. What was important then,
like the spirit of Christmas, is not
as important today.

$ fy Chr/p*
from the
VISTA
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Rigsby visits Strasbourg, Paris
by CLARE WHITE
Staff Writer

"Language is a very important
thing. Everything can be
explained through language,
except of course, the language
itself!", said Jeanne Brink
Rigsby, Doctor of Letters,
professor of French, who
returned to her native France
last summer to attend two
conferences.
Rigsby first attended the
American Association of
Teachers of French convention
in Paris. The convention
celebrated the fiftieth
anniversary of the association,
and was the first held outside the
United States. The week was
filled with meetings and
receptions, and high-lighted by a
talk by Eugene Ionesco, the
French dramatrist. Rigsby said
she returned encouraged. "I have
the feeling that if languages have
dropped, they are coming back
again. Students realize it is
important to learn languages."
"Paris has changed in the five
years since my last visit,", said
Rigsby. "It is a city in motion. It
is renewing itself exteriorly, as
well as interiorly. The mentality
has changed and there is a
certain insecurity in the air
politically and economically,"
Rigsby said. The election
coming up next year has caused
some struggle between the
political parties.
Rigsby also noticed that
France is becoming more

(MM®
Need a job? Stumped? Feel
leafed out? — Wanted: Tree
surgeon. Great growth
opportunity. Spruce up your
income. Get to the root of the
problem. Water you waiting for?
Call Treesa at 295-PINE.
Stereo-Cmpnts - 40 A, Pioneer
Rec.-2 spkrs - Craig 8 tr plyr VM trntbl-All $100.00 - 2240692 evenings.

Americanized. She said young
people especially have been
influenced by styles in the United
States.
The second conference Rigsby
attended was held in Strasbourg
for the International Associa
tion of French Teachers.
Representatives from 500
universities all over the world
attended the convention.

The Strasbourg convention
was geared more towards the
teaching of French on the
university level, said Rigsby.
"From there I became much
more encouraged because I
realized the teaching of French
has an important place. Every
other country represented at the
convention required a foreign
language except the United
States."
Rigsby stressed the import
ance of studying a language. She
said that even though a student
does not learn to speak the
language fluently, he still
becomes aware of the language
and learns how to listen to
something foreign. The student
also learns to be more tolerant
and understanding of people
from cultures other than his
own.

MADAME RIGSBY

Rigsby said she came back
from this conference with many
ideas for her classes especially
for "Le Francophonie," a course
that studies French language
and civilization outside France.
Next semester the class will
study the literature of French
expression in Belgium,
Luxembourg, and Quebec,
Canada.

Rigsby considered her most
important accomplishment of
the summer to be the
establishment of an exchange
program with the Institute
Catholique in Paris. USD
students will be able to attend
the Institute this spring. The
program will be limited to
French majors since all classes
will be conducted in French.

Poison pot pinpointed

(CPS-ZNS)—White House
Senior Drug Advisor Peter
Bourne says the government has
launched a $30,000 study to
determine if residues of the
powerful weed killing chemicals
sprayed in Mexico remain in the
illicit weed being sold in the U.S.
Bourne says that medical
researchers are particularly
concerned about whether
residues of an herbicide called
"Paraquat" are being inhaled by
American pot smokers.
Doctor Richard Hawks of the
National Institute of Drug
Abuse says, "Paraquat treated
dope looks pretty bad. . .but
I'm sure it could be sold as some
unusual dope."
Hawks says that the

government study, to be
complete early next year, will
involve the screening of several
hundred samples of Mexican pot
seized by the Drug Enforcement
Administration.
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CCAA, Independent, or Division I?

USD ponders basketball Suture
by ERNEST ERKE
Sports Editor

It appears that USD Basket
ball is approaching the
proverbial "fork in the road". It
is a road which has three prongs
— all of which lead to different
destinations.
USD is currently one of two
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division II
Independents in the state of
California. The other school is
Chapman College. Last spring
USD and Chapman were both
invited by the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
(CCAA) to join their six-team
league. This situation is what
brings up the question of the
future of USD Basketball.
Which fork will USD take?
Three people supplied
information regarding the issue
as it stands now. Dean of
Students Tom Burke, Head
basketball Coach Jim Brovelli,

USD has 10 players on
scholarship at this time.
Brovelli talked about the
possibility of the switch from
independent to CCAA affiliate.
"If we stay independent, then
the CCAA may blackball us
from the Division II playoffs.
They may also blackball us when
it comes to any games during the
regular season. This would make
it extremely difficult for us to
have a good 27 game schedule."
USD currently plays a
number of games against teams
in the CCAA. If USD chooses
not to join the CCAA, Brovelli
feels that the members of the
league will vote not to play the
Toreros at all.
Burke mentioned that the
third alternative discussed was
to "go in some other direction."
This "other direction" has
become known by many people
on the USD campus in the last
week. Nearly 2,000 students
have signed their names to a
petition which asks that USD
move into NCAA Division I
competition.
"This petition shows that
there is an interest in athletics at
USD," said Mendes. "Students
want the best. It's really hard to
get too excited about playing
small colleges."
"If there ever was a time for
USD to make the jump to
Division I, now is the time.
There are plenty of major college
teams that would be happy to
play us."

DEAN TOM BURKE
and Sports Information
Director Paul Mendes gave the
latest developments, and the
latter two gave their own per
sonal opinions on the question
of what choice USD should
make.
Burke commented, "we have
three alternatives at this point.
First, we could remain an
NCAA Division II Independent.
Second, we have the opportunity
to become CCAA affiliate.
Third, we could go in some other
direction.
Burke continued, "I want to
emphasize that so far, only a pre
liminary discussion as to the
feasibility of any alternative has
been completed."
The "preliminary discussion"
referred to by Burke is one which
involved USD President Author
Hughes, Faculty Representative
Dr. Jack Opdycke, and Brovelli,
as well as Burke. The result of
that meeting was that they will
study the feasibility of the alter
natives and meet again for a
further discussion."
The CCAA has six teams in its
conference at this time. They are:
Cal State Bakersfield, Cal State
Los Angeles, Northridge, Cal
Poly Pomona, Riverside, and
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
Mendes noted that "each team
in the CCAA has at least seven
times as many students as USD.
They all have assistant coaches
and all give 12 scholarships. But
a move to the CCAA would only
be a move to another sector of
Division II."

This step up to Division I is
not just a spur-of-the-moment
idea for Brovelli — it has been a
goal for some time.

"My goal ever since
coming to USD is to make
the school comparable in
basketball to other
Catholic Universities on
the West Coast." — Head
Coach Jim Brovelli.
"My goal ever since coming to
USD is to make the school com
parable in basketball to other
Catholic Universities on the
West Coast. I believe this is a
realistic goal and it's one we can
achieve. This will enhance our
school's image and develop
rivalries, which will bring out the
excitement of the game. I think
we can get a lot out of it. It is a
tremendous opportunity for
USD."
Brovelli noted some of the
advantages of a step up in
competition: The publicity
would be greater for the school;
this could lead to increased
interest and admissions to the
school. USD would be
upgrading its basketball in the
tradition of the Catholic schools
on the West Coast — all of
whom are noted for having
quality basketball programs.
Among them are Loyola,
University of San Francisco,
Santa Clara, and St. Mary's.

The alumni would have
something to relate to at USD. A
solid program of Division I
basketball would tend to give the
alumni a base for keeping in
touch with their alma mater. In
addition, the new program could
boost student involvement, and
give students pride in their
school via their athletic
program.
Mendes added, "It would give
USD good exposure both locally
and nationally. The University
of Nevada at Las Vegas (UNLV)
and North Carolina-Charlotte
were small schools like USD,
and all were started about 25
years ago. Now, both schools
have received national attention
because of their involvement in
the NCAA playoffs."
Unquestionably, USD would
get more exposure. It has
already happened. Dean Burke

mttii
COACH JIM BROVELLI
sighted last year's team trip to
Hawaii.
"The trip to Hawaii may have
had an effect on some of the
potential students there. Two
years ago, we had only seven

Mendes feels that USD is well
respected in the San Diego
Community. "We have had a
number of very respectable
seasons. I think it would be
interesting to see our team play
some of the top collegiate talent.
USD is a good basketball school
and this will benefit the athletic
department as well as the school.
Mendes' position as Sports
Information Director brings him
close to the San Diego media.
"San Diego has a very available
market for basketball. There's
no pro team here, and there
probably won't be one for a
while from what I hear. It would
be easier to get outside support if
the school is Division I. The
'curiosity factor' would be great
for us. People want to associate
with the major colleges. I think
we could make money to help
our overall athletic program."

Dean Tom Burke
commented, "we have
three alternatives at this
point."
It is true that there may be
disadvantages to playing in
Division I. USD may get into
competition that is too stiff.
Division I schools must play
75% of their games against
schools in their own division.
Division I school are allowed 15
scholarships, where as Division
II schools may give a maximum
of 12.
Brovelli noted, "Basketball is
a low overhead sport. It would
probably not cost that much
more money to go to Division I
of the NCAA. However, there
are many other things that are on
the USD agenda for money."

students from Hawaii. This year
there are 21."
"I'm not saying that basket
ball was the only reason that
these people came to USD, but I
feel that the trip may have re
inforced the recruiting program
that we have."

"Many people are
c onvinced that USD could
make it financially and
media-wise in this city."
Does anyone else think USD
could "make it" as a major
college team?
. "Many people are convinced
that USD could make it
financially and media-wise in
this city," said Mendes.
"There's no doubt
mind. We just hope
enthusiasm shown
petition signatures is
indication that others
same way."

in their
that the
by the
a good
feel the

The "goal" of being a Division
I basketball school is within
reach, and the benefits would
certainly go beyond the athletic
department. It does appear that
the students of USD feel
strongly that the school should
go to Division I. Those near2,000 people are not only
expressing desire for a step-up to
Division I on the NCAA, but for
a program of basketball that will
bring recognition, prestige, and
pride to the Torero campus.

•|
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GLAD THAT'S OVER — Some of the members of this year's Women's Volleyball team relax after a good
season. They finished fifth in the regional playoffs, with a 16-5 record.

Women take fifth in regionals
USD's women's volleyball
team closed out their 1977
season with a 5th place finish in
the AIAW western regional
playoffs held at Cal State Long
Beach over the Thanksgiving
weekend.
For the second time in three
years of intercollegiate com
petition the Toreros advanced
into the regionals as an at-large
entry by virtue of their regular
season success. This year's team
complied a 13-6 record,

including a win over SDSU who
finished 7th in the large school
playoffs this season.
Playing without consistancy
the 5th seeded Toreros dropped
their opening match to the 4th
seed Loyola University 15-9,158. Facing an early elimination
USD came back and defeated
Pomona-Pitzer College 15-13,
15-11.
In what turned out to be their
final match of 1977, the women

spikers played the University of
Redlands, a team they had
defeated earlier in the season.
Despite the outstanding play of
Suzi Amundson and Becky
Carnes, Redlands upset the San
Diegans 13-15, 16-14, 13-15.
Members of this year's team
included Amundson, Carnes,
Lisa Roach, Terry Gibbs, Emily
Wiley, Alexandria Chase, Joani
Klein, Julie Werner, Sheila
Wright, Shari Ancich and Mary
Winters.
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Toreros lose in overtime, 77-75
Loyola University edged the
Toreros on Tuesday night, in a
hard-fought contest in the
Torero gym. The two evenly
matched clubs battled right
down to the last two seconds of
the overtime period, when
Loyola's Floyd Hooper sank a
short bank-shot, to give the
Lions a 77-75 decision.
The Toreros held a 12 point
advantage early in the second
half, but Loyola kept chipping
away at that lead, and tied the
score at 71 apiece.

IS SANTA SENILE? — What's Santa's new racquet? Why is he
having such a ball this Christmas? You guessed it, Boobie, Santa's
really strung-out playing his new game, Racquetball.
He's seen here displaying a new product which he'll distribute under
trees this year, a super-sized racquetball put out by Rip-Off Bros.
Leisure Time Products. "Why make a larger racquet, why not a bigger
ball," says Santa. Santa's sleigh crashed last year and it appears he's
never fully recovered.

Ski Aspen in January
U.S.D. Students, faculty and
staff are cordially invited to ski
with us in Aspen, Colorado,
January 1-9, 1978. The trip
includes:
— Round trip transportation
from U.S.D. to Snowmass,
Colorado.
— Snowmass accomodations;
six nights lodging at the
Wildwood Inn. Ski practically
from your doorstep. Use of
sauna, swimming pool,
restaurant, bar and jacuzzi.
— Five day interchangeable
pass valid at Snowmass,
Buttermilk, and Aspen
Mountain.
— Continental breakfast each
morning.

— Welcome Wine and Cheese
party.
— On-the-Mountain Picnic.
— "Scott Slalom" fun race
during the picnic.
— Broom Hockey game
— Tequila Party, sponsored
by Montezuma Tequila
— Evening shuttle service to
Aspen.
The entire cost for all the
goodies mentioned is only
$199.95. Bring in your
reservation deposit of $30.00 to
the Recreation Office in the
Student Sports Center.
Reservations are on a first come
first served basis. Make checks
payable to U.S.D.

Christmas
tourney
Men and Women, "C" players
(been in a tournament but didn't
place) and Novice (never been in
a tournament) Racquetballers: a
great Christmas tournament has
been scheduled for December
16, 17 & 18 at Sorrento Valley
Racquetball and Spa, 10999
Sorrento Valley Road. Trophies
will be awarded for First and
Second place in each division.
Hospitality includes:
— Food served Saturday and
Sunday.
— Tournament shirt.
— Beverages and towel
supplied.
Special door prizes will be
awarded: racquets, shirts, gym
bags, gloves, etc.
Entry blanks are available at
the Sports Center and at
Sorrento Valley. Entries must be
received by Tuesday, December
13, at noon. Entry fee is $15.00
per person. For further
information, call 455-1551.

USD had well-balanced
scoring. William Stewart, USD's
leading scorer, again hit his
season average of 17 points.
Guards Mike Strode and Dave
Cook added 16 and 15,
respectively. Forward Rick
Michelmore and Center Buzz
Harnett scored 14 and 13.
respectively.
Last Friday, USD topped a

tough Point Loma College team,
74-72. The Toreros fought back
from a nine point half time
deficit to defeat the Crusaders.
Harnett had 16 point in that
game, followed by Stewart (14
points), and Cook (9). Bob
Bartholomew, a forward, had 9
points.
USD's next game is tomorrow
night against Stanislaus State.

fatal,
not girls

B.O.
By ANNETTE LIBERATORE
Staff Writer
This past semester several
opportunities to participate in
various sports were offered to
the women of the university by
the Intramural Department!
Yet, in spite of bulletin boards,
newspaper notices, and placing
oneself in strategic areas in front
of the cafeteria, for some reason
there was a minimal women
turnout!
What could be the reason? Is it
that the majority of the women
population of USD is afraid to
get involved in an activity that
might cause one to perspire?

Granted there are a few ladies
that request activities and
participate, but they are limited
by the other's non-participation.
Whatever the reason, the
Intramural Department would
like to find the answer to this
lack of interest.
To all of you alluring and
active females who might have
an inclination or suggestion of a
possible solution to this partici
pation dilemma please render
written or oral suggestion to the
I.M. staff, and more specifically
to Annette Liberatore,
concerned woman I.M. staff
member.

Sports Shorts
Racquetball
— The Racquetball Club is booming. Over 30 students are now
enjoying discount indoor racquetball. Sign up at the Sports Center
NOW!!!
Springboard Diving
— Interested in Springboard Diving? Call Hal Prince (488-6257) for
free instruction (experience necessary).
Swim Team
— If you missed the swim team organizational meeting and are
interested, call and leave your name at the Sports Center - 291-6480,
ext. 357.

BASKETBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK

WILLIAM STEWART —
William led USD to a solid
victory over LaVerne
College with a 27 point
effort. Three nights later he
scored 14 second-half
points against Point Loma
College.

v

\

"Stew" as his teammates
call him, is a senior, and is
averaging 17 points per
game at his forward
position. He is the Torero's
leading scorer and is
averaging 8 rebounds per
contest.
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Up, up and away
Another year has passed at USD and like clockwork the tuition has
been raised. One can mark the passing of the seasons by the tuition
increase. Tuition has gone up $350 (adding new meaning to the old
saying "another day, another dollar.") for next year from $2900 to
$3250.
This increase has been attributed to that standby excuse, inflation.
Operating costs increase every year and the price students pay for
attending a university whose avowed policy is to meet its expenses
primarily through tuition is ever increasing tuition. Eventually the cost
increases must stop, no matter how low USD's tuition is in
comparison to similar universities. There has to be a better way to
finance a university.
Despite the increase the university is reportedly (see article on page
1) attempting to soften the blow by giving high priority to increasing
student aid and academic programs. It must be admitted that USD is
rather generous in financial aid for needy students which does help pay
the high cost of education.
It should be interesting to discover how the university is planning to
enrich their academic programs. Does that mean that the Psychology
department, which boasts one of the highest percentage of
undergraduate majors at the university, will finally get a laboratory so
its students can conduct more sophisticated experiments?
Maybe the school will spend more money on academics instead of
painting everything in sight.
Maybe now the library will be able to get some more books so that
students writing term papers in subjects other than Religious Studies
won't have to go to UCSD to find adequate research materials.
Maybe the university will now be able to hire more professors in
order to lessen the teaching load currently borne by each professor.
Maybe even a new student union will be built to accompany the
nifty new nursing building, which now obstructs the once beautiful
view of San Diego bay and Mission Hills.
Maybe now the Pecjuod will get some financial assistance from the
university, instead of only the Bank of America.
Maybe the VISTA will get some curtains.
Maybe the writing clinic will get a room they can use full time
instead of working around class schedules.
Or maybe, just maybe, we'll get what we pay for.
Then again, maybe not.
—DKR

Presidential justification
I would like to respond to the
concerns of Sharon Kozak and
^Marianne Purlia which were
expressed in the "Letters to the
Editor" section of the December
2, 1977 issue of the VISTA.
The Alcala '78 has many
characteristics which distinguish
it from past yearbooks at the
University of San Diego. When
considering the proposal of Paul
Ling, Alcala '78 Editor, to

COMMENTARY

'Tis the season to be greedy?
by TIM RYLAND
Staff Writer
As Christmas approaches the
harbingers of the season steadily
increase. Billboards wrapped in
large red ribbons, the endless
silver and green tinsel bedecking
department stores, and the
constant admonitions to "shop
early and avoid the rush" all
serve to remind us that, once
again, 'tis the season to be
greedy.
And so we mentally add up the
total number of gifts we expect
to receive and decide how little
we can get away with spending
and still not offend anyone on
our shopping list. It goes on and
on. I'm not going to expound on
the materialistic malaise with
which our society is afflicted. We
"are innundated with diatribes
against that nearly as much as we
are urged to prolong it. But it
never hurts to be reminded of
what this entire seasonal
hullabaloo is all about.
It's a shocking scene that
could have happened at any time
within the last four thousand
years. A pregnant fourteen-yearold girl in labor, with no place to

stay and too impoverished to
buy her way into more agreeable
surroundings, finally takes
refuge in a stall, a manger, a
musty cave of dirty wals and
dank livestock. There, with only
her young husband to lend a
clumsy, nervous hand when he
can, she bears her child amid the
darkness and the smell of
animals.
The child most certainly looks
no different than would any
other child from his ethnic and
social background, but his birth
is one that will affect the course
of civilization more profoundly

than any other in man's history.
It is this birth, this Christmas,
and the celebration of the person
of Jesus Christ that we celebrate
at this time.
Christmas may have come to
mean Santa Claus and
aluminum trees to many of us.
But we should not forget the
grounds of this institution, nor
fail to be thankful for that for
which Christmas stands: God's
love for His people, a love so
great that He appeared on earth
to share in our human condition,
and in this way lead us to
salvation.

Quotations . . .
"Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time
to time that nothing worth knowing can be taught."
—Oscar Wilde

"Other people can't make you see with their eyes. At best, they can
only encourage you to use your own."
-Aldous Huxley
"Learning makes a man fit company for himself.

-Thomas Fuller

charge $3.00 per copy for the
yearbook, we were deciding
between a "normal" university
yearbook and an innovative,
colorful, above-average
publication. The book will be
344 pages in length and 68 of
those pages will be in color. The
work in photography has been
excellent so far (stop in the
yearbook office in the Student
Union and take a peek!).
We have seen in years past
that, even when yearbooks were
given out free, they have not
been picked up by the students.
This year, students who would
like a copy of the yearbook will
reserve one and their specific
monetary commitment, aside
from supplying them with a
superior quality publication, will
serve as an extra reminder to
pick the book up! When students
have been charged for yearbooks
in the past it has been basically a
last ditch effort to pay for missed
deadlines. This year the payment
program is well organized and is
being instituted for a much
better cause. The system of
reserving a book at preregistration is making students
aware that we do have a
publication available to them if
they would like it and is
providing us with specific
information on how many
yearbooks to order to do away
with expensive waste generated
by ordering an estimated
number of copies.
As for the yearbook staff
sharing 30% of any of the net
profit, the approval of the
Senate was based on the fact that
a profit would arise only if the
yearbook staff raised well over
$5000.00 from sources other
than student fees. This is mainly
an incentive to an overworked
staff and editor, none of whom
are receiving service grants as
did editors in years past, for their
night and day work to produce
for you what I believe, is the
most creative publication our
school has known.
Anne French
ASB President

The best things aren't free
In response to the letters
written by Sharon Kozak and
Marianne Purlia in the
December 2, 1977 VISTA issue,
I feel that several pertinent
points must be brought out.
First of all, the title itself
"Yearbook To Cost $3; Staff to
Share Profits" is misleading. It
implies that all deficits have been
covered and because of lack of
compensation the yearbook staff
is charging $3/copy so they
might share in the 30% profits.
Currently, the Yearbook is
facing close to a $5,000 deficit.
Understandably, Dean Cosgrove
will not sign the yearbook

contract with Josten's Yearbook
Co. unless we have some
concrete assurance that this
deficit will be so inconsistent we
had to rely on other means for
financial support — that being
the ultimate benefactor, or
student. (Last year's advertise
ment sales were under $700.)
Because of the complete lack of
compensation, 30% of whatever
slight profit there is will be
divided between the entire
yearbook staff.
Sharon Kozak alledges this
year's staff has made no effort
whatsoever to cut corners to help
our financial
situation. Upon
some simple research she would
have found that the '78 Alcala
has been cut by $4,555.18. (First estimated cdst: $27,618.51,
revised estimate: $22,963.33)
Kozak states that some
student groups were not covered
in the '77 Alcala because they did
not show up for their scheduled
pictures. She seems to feel that
rescheduling is hardly worth the
time, effort, or money. Since
misunderstandings of scheduled
time and places can, and do,
happen, the '78 Alcala will, and
has exerted efforts to assure that
all student groups are covered.
She also questions our
foresight. In stating that in 1974
and 1976 hundreds of books that
had been ordered were not sold,
she asks the question "How
many unpaid-for books will be
left over from this year's sale?" If
Kozak was unaware of preregistration, she would have
discovered that students sign up
for the yearbook at that time,
and the cost is added to their
tuition bill for second semester.
This procedure allows for an
accurate count of yearbooks to
be ordered.
Kozak asks why arrangements
were not made for academic
credit in either Art or English to
serve as compensation for the
Yearbook staff? At the
beginning of this semester
academic credits for Yearbook
staff were discussed with both
Professor Whitcomb and Anne
Borchard (Secretary of
Academics). Any type of credit
was denied due to the poor
quality of last year's, and
preceding years' Alcalas.
The 1977 Yearbook staff had
"hoped for" the best yearbook in
USD's history. Alcala '78 is the
best yearbook ever presented to
USD. Not only was our first
priority to develop a book
exceptional to USD but to the
state of California as well.
Apparently, Josten's Yearbook
Co. is also quite satisfied with
the quality of our book, as
shown by their recent offer to
purchase our Alcala as a sample.
Cindy Mansell

